The paper analyzes a number of competing approaches to modeling efficiency in panel studies. The specifications considered include the fixed effects stochastic frontier, the random effects stochastic frontier, the Hausman-Taylor random effects stochastic frontier, and the random and fixed effects stochastic frontier with an AR(1) error. I have summarized the foundations and properties of estimators that have appeared elsewhere and have described the model assumptions under which each of the estimators have been developed. I discuss parametric and nonparametric treatments of time varying efficiency including the BatteseCoelli estimator and linear programming approaches to efficiency measurement. Monte Carlo simulation is used to compare the various estimators and to assess their relative performances under a variety of misspecified settings. A brief illustration of the estimators is conducted using U. S. banking data.
Introduction
Since the fundamental theoretical work by Debreu (1951) , Farrell (1957) , Shephard (1953 Shephard ( , 1970 and Afriat (1972) , researchers have established a method to measure the intrinsically unobservable phenomena of efficiency. Aigner et al. (1977) , Battese and Cora (1977) , and Meeusen and van den Broeck (1977) provided the econometric methods for the applications waiting to happen. The linear programming methodology, whose implementation was made transparent by Charnes et al. (1978) , became available at about the same time. The U. S. and international emphasis on deregulation and the efficiencies accruing to increased international competition from lower trade barriers has provided a fertile research experiment for efficiency modelers and practitioners.
The efficiency score, as it is usually measured, is a residual. Parametric assumptions about the distribution of efficiency and its correlation structure often are made to sharpen the interpretation of the residual. Work by a number of scholars in the area has focused on such parametric models. We consider a number of these models below. However, that efficiency measurement should be highly leveraged by parametric assumptions is by no means a comforting resolution to this measurement problem. Productivity defined by the Solow residual is a reduced form concept, not one that can be given a structural interpretation without a more formal structural model. It is what it is, a residual, and the various stochastic frontier efficiency estimators that use a particular decomposition of cross-sectional and temporal variation in the Solow residual are what they are, various reduced form estimators of the residual. Among the more important distinguishing features of competing estimators of efficiency are their flexibility, robustness, and precision. Given the ad hoc nature of most parametric specifications it may be instructive to consider a number of alternative estimators that possess the generic properties of fliexibility, robustness, and precision when conducting empirical efficiency analyses.
In this paper I have summarized the foundations and properties of estimators that have appeared elsewhere and have described the model assumptions under which each of the estimators has been developed. I analyze traditional and recently developed efficiency estimators. The recently developed estimators include the class of semiparametric efficient estimators that make minimal assumptions about the distribution of unobserved efficiencies. The estimators we study are developed in a panel data setting. Cross-sectional data models are not explored. The semiparametric efficient estimators share a number of generic properties with the estimators proposed by Schmidt and Sickles (1984) and Cornwell et al. (1990) and can be viewed as alternatives to the parametric models of Pitt and Lee (1982) , Kumbhakar (1990) , Battese and Coelli (1992) , Coelli et al. (1998) . The semiparametric efficient class of efficiency estimators provides an alternative to fully parametric stochastic frontiers and to nonparametric estimators of efficiency based on linear programming characterizations of technology. We impose structure on the class of semiparametric efficient estimators (SPE) by utilizing a linear in logs (or geometric mean in inputs) parameterization of technology. For this relatively simple technology structure we ask how well will the robust procedures identify and estimate the efficiency scores of particular firms at a point in time and over time under various forms of misspecification? If we have a difficult time providing convincing arguments that such possibilities are encouraging for a relatively simple characterization of the empirical production relationship, then extensions to more complicated technologies are problematic. 1 Results from the Monte Carlo simulations indicate that it is indeed difficult to identify firm-specific and temporally varying efficiencies and that a strong institutional understanding of the industry under study is crucial to understanding which estimator should be utilized.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we discuss issues of specification and estimation in SPE specification of the panel stochastic frontier model and outline the differing assumptions that distinguish the set of existing and newly derived semiparametric efficient estimators for the panel frontier model and for the efficiency effect. Discussion of a set of alternatives to the models in the SPE class is provided in Section 3. A number of these methods have appeared in the literature and are widely used by practitioners. The competing estimators are analyzed via Monte Carlo simulations of an underlying inefficient technology in Section 4. An empirical illustration of efficiency using a subsample of U. S. Banking firms during the deregulatory period of the 1980s is presented in Section 5. Concluding remarks are provided in Section 6.
The Semiparametric Model and Estimators of Technical Efficiency
The basic model we analyze can be written as:
it β + α i + ε it i = 1, . . . , N; t = 1, . . . , T
where X it ∈ IR d , β ∈ IR d . The ε it are assumed to be random variables from an N (0, σ 2 ). In Section 3 we consider cases in which the ε it are iid and in which they are serially dependent. Let Y i = (Y i1 , . . . , Y iT ) 0 , X i = (X 0 i1 , . . . , X 0 iT ) 0 . The (α i , X i )'s are assumed to be iid random variables having unknown density h(·, ·) on IR 1+dT . The unknown density is specified in the derivations of the semiparametric efficient estimators using kernel smoothers. The support of the marginal density of α is assumed to be bounded above (or below), where, for example, the bound B provides the upper level of the production frontier or the lower level of the cost frontier. We consider cases in which ε's and (α, X)'s are independent as well as cases in which certain dependency structures exist. This generic panel model can be reinterpreted as a stochastic panel production frontier model (Pitt and Lee, 1981; Schmidt and Sickles, 1984) if Y it is the t-th observation on the logarithm of output of the i-th firm, X it is a vector of the t-th observation of the logarithm of the d inputs of the i-th firm and α i is an unobservable random effect that captures firm-specific inefficiency. With panel data, realizations of α i for a particular firm 1 This paper does not consider the class of models and estimators for such models that address the identification of allocative and technical efficiency. These models are highly parametric and rely on strong distributional assumptions for identification. Models of this sort have been considered by, among others, Lau and Yotopoulos (1971) , Toda (1976) , Atkinson and Halvorsen (1980) , Lovell and Sickles (1983) , Sickles et al. (1986) , Kumbhakar (1987) , Good et al. (1991) , Atkinson and Cornwell (1994) , and Good et al. (1997) . For an excellent review of this class of models as well as the methods we address herein see Greene (1997) and Lovell and Kumbhakar (2000) .
can be identified, thus overcoming the limitation of a single cross-section (or time series) from which one can only identify the expectation of α i conditional on stochastic noise (Jondrow et al., 1982) . Normality of the within disturbance term can be based on central limit arguments. Motivation for a particular parametric distribution of the inefficiency terms is less easily justified. Although the distribution of the inefficiency term is one-sided, the terms are intrinsically latent and unobservable components. Flexible one-sided distributions such as the gamma have been proposed by Greene (2003) . There are continuing practical questions on the identifiability of the parameters of such a model (Ritter and Simar, 1997) , however, and they have not yet been used widely in panel studies. The SPE estimators we discuss below are designed to provide robust point estimates for the parameters that describe the technology while assuring the smallest standard errors for slope parameter estimates. The efficiency measurements we pursue are residual based and thus have properties that are leveraged on the properties of the slope parameters which are used in their construction. In order to understand how the semiparametric efficient estimator is derived we must digress and review some relevant statistical theory.
Efficient estimation of slope parameters
In this subsection we review the statistical principles used to derive the semiparametric efficient estimators we use in this paper for analyzing productive efficiency. Statistically efficient estimation in semiparametric models is discussed at length in Begun et al. (1983) , and Bickel et al. (1993) . Newey (1990) and Pagan and Ullah (1999) provide excellent and relatively accessible surveys. The basic ideas are somewhat intuitive. Let (X, Y ) stand for a model's generic observations on the exogenous and endogenous variables and let P be the set of all possible joint distributions of (X, Y ). In the semiparametric model there are parameters of interest (e.g., the slope parameters) and parameters that are of no direct interest and are referred to as nuisance parameters (e.g., the distribution of the effects in a panel frontier model). Partition the parameters of the model (θ) into those of interest (β) and those referred to as nuisance parameters (η) so that θ = (β 0 , η 0 ) 0 . Let P 0 be a regular parametric submodel (see Ibragimov and Has'minskii, 1981 , Section 1.7) and let P (= P (β 0 ,η 0 ) ) belong to it. Let (X, Y , β, η) denote the log likelihood of an observation from P (β,η) and let the scores with respect to the parameters of interest and the nuisance parameters be β (X, Y ) = ∂ /∂β| (β 0 ,η 0 ) and η j (X, Y ) = ∂ /∂η j | (β 0 ,η 0 ) ,respectively, where η = (η 1 , . . . , η k ). Define the efficient score function as
simply denotes the linear span (S) generated by { η j } k j=1 , and π( |S) denotes the vector of projections of each component of onto the space S using the L 2 norm. The scores with respect to the parameters of interest are projected onto the nuisance parameter tangent space and then the scores are purged of these projections to get the efficient scores. They are thus designed in such a way as to be orthogonal to information contained in set of nuisance parameters. Such an estimator of the parameters of interest is adaptively estimable (Pagan and Ullah, 1999, p. 218) in that it does not require knowledge of the nuisance parameters but is still efficient. The estimator of β is called semiparametric efficient if it is asymptotically normal with mean β and variance N −1 I −1 (P ; β) where I(P ; β) = E * * 0 is the information matrix for the semiparametric estimator of β. The asymptotic distribution of the semiparametric efficient panel estimator
A method of finding I(P ; β) is discussed in Bickel et al. (1993) . Suffice it to say that for the models we discuss the derivations are often less than straightforward.
Estimation of individual effects and the level of the frontier function
Given the semiparametric efficient estimator b β N,T it is natural to predict the individual efficiency effects α i by the within residuals
With fixed T Park et al. (PSS, 1998) show that
With T → ∞ and N fixed or tending to infinity PSS also show that
The relative technical inefficiency of the i-th firm with respect to the j-th firm is specified by the difference (α i − α j ). This can be estimated byα i −α j which has the asymptotic N (0, 2σ 2 ) distribution when normalized by √ T under the same assumptions as those used in Theorems 3.4 and 4.1 of PSS (1998).
The support of the marginal distribution of the effects a i is the upper (lower) boundary B. A natural estimator of this quantity isB
This fact was pointed out by Greene (1980) and utilized by Schmidt and Sickles (1984) and Cornwell et al. (1990) conditions as T → ∞ the following can be proven:
Here the choice δ determines the extent to which the marginal density of the effects has a certain nonnegligable mass near the boundary point B. When δ = 0, which would be the case where the density at the boundary stays away from zero (such as a shifted half-normal or exponential), thenB
if both N and T go to infinity.
The PSS SPE Estimators
The models for which the SPE estimators have been derived vary depending on how the basic model assumptions are modified to accommodate a particular issue of misspecification of the underlying efficiency model. In the Monte Carlo simulations detailed in section 4, we consider a number of SPE estimators that differ on the basis of assumed orthogonality of effects and regressors, temporal variation in the efficiency effects, and correlation structure of the population disturbance. These estimators are based on the series of papers by Park and Simar (1994) and Park et al. (1998 Park et al. ( , 2003a and are all based on principles discussed in the previous subsection. The interested reader can find the technical derivations of these estimators therein. These dependency structures and the other forms of potential misspecification have been addressed in the parametric estimation literature in a number of studies surveyed in Baltagi (1995) . The derivations of the different SPE estimators used in the Monte Carlo simulations are based on different parametric submodels that are consistent with the underlying assumptions being addressed in the various modeling scenarios. The parametric submodels are used to derive estimators along the lines described in Section 2.1 For example, when one believes the effects and all of the regressors are dependent and is unwilling to specify a parametric distribution for the dependency structure then one can specify the joint distribution using kernel smoothers. With the joint distribution specified as h(·, ·) PSS (1998) showed that the SPE efficiency estimator is the familiar within efficiency estimator introduced by Schmidt and Sickles (1984) . Implementation of this estimator (and its variants below) utilize kernel functions K with bandwidth parameter(s) s N which tend to zero at certain rates. When there is no correlation between the effects and the regressors then the within estimator is no longer semiparametric efficient. In this case the joint distribution of the effects and regressors is h(·, ·) = h 1 (α)h 2 (X). The semiparametric efficient estimator for this pure random effects model is derived in Park and Simar (1994) . When there is correlation between the effects and a subset of q regressors X (2) it where X = [X (1) , X (2) ] then we can assume that α i and X (1) it are conditionally independent in which case the joint density of the effects and the regressors can be written as
A variant of this model is one in which the dependence between α and X (2) is through long run levels of X (2) . In the stochastic frontier production function setting this sort of dependency between α and long run levels in X (2) , proxied by X (2) , may be a natural result of misapplication of technology accompanied by long run changes in factors which contribute to technology's misapplication. Although one can allow for general dependencies between the effects and the regressors with which they are correlated, the semiparametric estimator that results is based on a (T q + 1)−dimensional kernel estimator whose convergence rate (for fixed T ) is quite slow unless both T and q are small. However, if the joint density of (α, X (2) ) is restricted to be
then the dimensionality of the joint distribution is reduced to a (q + 1)−dimensional density. For cases in which q is small this estimator will have relatively rapid convergence properties. This is the Model 3 used in the PSS (1998) analysis of efficiency differences in European and U. S. airline carriers in which differences in long run labor requirements (q = 1) were allowed to be correlated with airline technical efficiencies. Misspecification of production dynamics is a basic problem that is seldom addressed in stochastic frontier models of inefficiency (Ahn, et al., 1998 , Alam, and Sickles, 2000 . A semiparametric efficient estimator of the stochastic production function that allows for such misspecified dynamics in the guise of an AR(1) population disturbance term is derived in PSS (2003a). In this case the error term in Eq. (1) is written as
Different dependency structures between X and α also can be considered for the AR(1) model, as with the models of PSS (1998, 2003a) . Construction of the semiparametric efficient estimator under different dependency structures utilizes kernel smoothers for the nonparametrically specified distribution of the effects and the regressors.
Alternatives to the Semiparametric Efficient Estimators
There are a number of other panel frontier estimators that have been used widely and/or largely ignored in the empirical efficiency literature. They differ from the SPE estimators in terms of the assumptions made about the distribution of the unobserved efficiency effects and about the correlation between the efficiency effects and the regressors.
Cornwell et al. (CSS) (1990) introduced a set of generalized least squares and instrumental variables (IV) estimators that allow for cross-sectional and temporal heterogeneity in efficiency, correlation of efficiency effects with all or some of the regressors, and identification of coefficients of time invariant regressors. Although their estimators were first used to measure time variant firm efficiencies they have appeal in generic panel data problems as well. The model they consider generalizes (1) by specifying the production function as
where Z i is a vector of (J) time invariant regressors, W it is vector of (L) regressors whose coefficients vary with the cross-sectional unit and can display both cross-sectional and time series variation. If W contains just a constant term then this model reduces to Eq. (1), albeit with an expanded set of J regressors. Let δ i = δ 0 + u i . Then we can rewrite the model as
The u i are assumed to be iid zero mean random variables with covariance matrix ∆ . The disturbances ε it are taken to be iid with a zero mean and constant variance σ 2 , and are uncorrelated with the regressors and u i .
It is convenient to work with the matrix version of model. This is given by
where
We assume that L ≤ T , so that Q is of full column rank. Although this is not necessary to identify β it is necessary to identify the individual δ i . Taking Q to be of full column rank, let P Q = Q(Q 0 Q) −1 Q 0 be the projection into the column space of Qand M Q = I − P Q be the projection onto the null space of Q. Below we consider a number of estimators for this model.
The Parametric Within Estimator
The generalization of the standard within estimator for a model with heterogeneity in slopes as well as in intercepts is based on the transformation of the model via M Q after which we simply run least squares. Since M Q Z = 0, γ cannot be estimated. The within estimator of β is given by
The within estimator is an IV estimator with instruments M Q (or equivalently M Q X). Its consistency does not depend on assumptions of uncorrelatedness of (X, Z) and Qu.
The Parametric Generalized Least Squares Estimator
The GLS estimator is ordinary least squares applied to the transformed equation
where it can be shown that
The consistency of GLS hinges on the uncorrelatedness of (X, Z, W ) and Qu. However, GLS allows the estimation of γ,and for fixed T , it is more efficient than the within estimator. The feasible GLS estimator is based on consistent estimates of Ω −1/2 which are given in CSS.
The Extended Parametric Hausman-Taylor (H-T) Estimator
Now consider the case in which some of the regressors are correlated with the effects. In particular assume that B = (X 1 , Z 1 , W 1 ) are uncorrelated with the effects in the sense that plim(NT ) −1 X 0 1 Qu = 0, and similarly for Z 1 and W 1 ,while (X 2 , Z 2 , W 2 ) are correlated with the effects. Let the dimensions of
A generalization of the H-T simple, consistent estimator is obtained by first using the within estimator and constructing the within residuals as
We transform this equation by premultiplying by Ω −1/2
The simple consistent estimator is then defined as the instrumental variables estimator of this equation using as instruments
Note that B is transformed by Ω −1/2 . The use of untransformed instruments is clearly suboptimal, if we assume "reduced form" equations for (X 2 , Z 2 , W 2 ) which are linear in (X 1 , Z 1 , W 1 ). The simple consistent estimator using the transformed instruments is
The estimator will exist if we have enough instruments, i.e. if
The efficient IV estimator estimates the equation
by IV, using as instruments
Conditions for the existence of this estimator and the relationship between the efficient and simple consistent estimators can be found in CSS.
A remaining issue is how to consistently (for large N ) estimate Ω whose unknown parameters are σ 2 and ∆. If SSE w is the unexplained sum of squares in the within regression then
is a consistent estimator of σ 2 . To estimate ∆, let e i be the IV residuals for cross-section i (e.g., from the simple consistent IV estimator) and define
it can be shown that this is a consistent estimator (for large N ) of ∆.
A Generalization of Parametric Models of Efficiency: The Mixed Effect Model
Cornwell et al. (1990) relaxed the assumption that the effects are time-invariant by replacing the firm effect α i with a flexibly parameterized function of time, with parameters that vary over firms. The parametrization chosen in CSS was a quadratic function of time α it = θ i1 +θ i2 t+θ i3 t 2 .
Other than a quadratic function of time, a random effects specification of α it has been modeled as Kumbhakar, 1990) , and and Coelli, 1992) , and α it = θ t α i (Lee and Schmidt, 1993) , all of whom used mle to estimate efficiency. Kneip (1994) proposed an alternative to the fixed effect estimator that allowed for a very general heterogeneity structure and relied on principal components. This approach is more general than fitting polynomials and can be used to parsimoniously model virtually any temporal pattern of firm efficiency. To measure time -variant heterogeneity (1) can be estimated using a two-step procedure. In the first step, the model is estimated to obtain consistent estimates of β. In the second step, principal components are applied to the residual ε it = α it + v it with
where c ir are unknown parameters, and g ir are smooth, real-valued functions. The g ir 's are referred to as basis functions. The smallest L such that the model holds for some appropriate set of basis functions is the dimension of the model. In order to operationalize this approach to efficiency measurement, it is necessary to estimate the parameters c ir , the functions g ir , and the number (L) of g ir functions. The firm efficiencies are obtained from the structures of the g ir and from the distribution of the effects α i . The fixed effect model is nested in the mixed efficiency effects specification (L = 1, g rt = 1, c ir = γ i for all r and t). Methods for estimating c ir , g ir , and L are found in Kneip (1994) and Kneip et al. (2003) .
Parametric Model of Efficiency and of Its Temporal Variation-The Battese and Coelli Estimator
We also analyze efficiencies using the fully parameterized maximum likelihood estimator introduced by Battese and Coelli (1992) . This estimator models technical efficiency as an exponential function of time. The panel frontier is modified somewhat by specifying
The it are assumed to be iid N(0, σ 2 V ) random errors while the α i are iid nonnegative truncations of an N(0, σ 2 ); η is an unknown scalar parameter.
Note that the variation of the firm effects depends on the parameter η. The effects decrease, remain constant, or increase as t increases, if η > 0, η = 0, or η < 0. One obtains the standard time invariant technical efficiency measure when η = 0.
Nonparametric Methods to Estimate Technical Efficiency
Shephard's (1953) input distance function establishes a formal linkage between the observed technology and technical efficiency. Estimation of technology can be based on a parametric functional form (e.g., the Cobb-Douglas or translog) or a nonparametric representation of technology. One such nonparametric representation of technology can be implemented through linear programming methods which are powerful, easy, and impose minimal assumptions on the boundary of the input requirements set. The assumptions include piece-wise linearity and convexity. The technology can be represented by the input distance function, which involves scaling the input vector x:
where L(y) is the input requirement set, which is a set of input vectors x that can produce the output vector y, and θ ≥ 1. Clearly, D(y, x) ≥ 1 and is a measure of technical efficiency since the isoquant is the set of observations on x that are on the boundary of the input requirement set at which D(y, x) = 1. The Debreu (1951) and Farrell (1957) input-based measure of technical efficiency is
where 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1. It is clear that T E(y, x) ≤ 1 and that T E(y, x) = 1/D(y, x). We can similarly define output-oriented distance functions. These distance functions can be calculated using linear programming methods that have become known generically as data envelopment analysis (DEA). Charnes et al. (1978) , Banker et al. (1984) and Färe et al. (1985 Färe et al. ( , 1994 develop and refine these linear programming approaches to measure technical efficiency. For the input-oriented case, the DEA linear program for the intertemporal production set is
where θ is a scalar, λ is an (NT × 1) vector of constants and i = 1...N ; t = 1, ..., T . The efficiency score of the ith firm at time t is given by 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, where 1 indicates a point on the frontier and hence a technically efficient firm. We solve NT linear programs to obtain a value of θ. Essentially, this linear program radially contracts the input vector of the ith firm, x i , to a projected point (Xλ, Y λ), on the surface of the piece-wise linear isoquant or technology. 2 
Monte Carlo Experimental Results
We have discussed a number of competing estimators of β and α i . In this section we examine the finite sample performances of the estimators through the following Monte Carlo (MC) scenarios. The basic model we simulate is Eq. (1). We simulate samples of size N = 10, 50 with T = 10, 30, 50 in a model with d = 2 regressors. In each MC sample, the regressors were generated independently according to a bivariate VAR model
where σ X = 1 and R =
The resulting values of X it then were shifted around three different means to obtain 3 balanced groups of firms from smaller to larger. We fix µ 1 = (5 5) 0 , µ 2 = (7.5 7.5) 0 , µ 3 = (10 10) 0 . The idea is to generate a reasonable cloud of points for X. Other scenarios have been tried: they influence the quality of the estimators jointly but they do not change the conclusions on the comparison issue raised here.
For the experiments in which efficiency was not varying over time and cross-section, the inefficiency parts (the individual effects) were generated as B − Expo(µ α ) where we chose for the exponential distribution (denoted by Expo(·)) a mean µ α = 1 and for the upper boundary a value of B = 1. Since the Y 0 s and X 0 s are measured in logarithms this involves an average inefficiency score of 50% (E (exp{−Expo(µ α )}) = 0.50). For the experiments in which efficiency was changing over time we modified the generation of the effects to mirror the assumed temporal patterns of an ARM A(0.9, 0.9) process. For the experiments in which the regressors were allowed to be correlated with the effects we generated the draws for η it (the stochastic portion of X it ) and the α 0 i s from a bivariate process with correlation set at 0.5 to reflect a nominal level of correlation. Other scenarios for generating the (X it , α i ) could be chosen but this does not affect the conclusions below. The values of β were set equal to (0.5 0.5) 0 to represent a constant returns to scale technology. The disturbances are drawn from a normal distribution with σ = 0.5. For the experiments in which the disturbances follow an AR(1) process the autoregressive part was generated with ρ = 0.8 and σ = 0.5. Changing the value of σ affects jointly the quality of the estimators but not the comparisons below. The number of Monte Carlo simulations was (M ) = 100. 3 3 Programs are written in Matlab 6.5. The simulations are very computationally challenging. For N=100, T=50, and N=500 one experiment takes approximately 80 h on a Pentium III processor running at 1.8 GHz. Presumably these could be speeded up by customizing the programs to run on parallel machines and/or by utilizing faster processors than those available to us. Because of the severe computational burden of these experiments we have had to cut back the number of Monte Carlo simulations from 500 to 100 and the largest cross-sectional sample sizes from 100 to 50. We have examined results from several different experimental setups based on these different numbers of simulations and cross-sectional sizes and have found no qualitative differences and little quantitiative difference in our results.
Since the VAR process generating the regressors X i is symmetric in both components, the MSE for the estimators of the two coefficients of technology are of the same order of magnitude. In the first set of tables, we display the sum of the two MC mean squared errors:
whereβ is based on one of the competing estimators. Estimates of the fixed/random efficiency effects and of relative efficiencies are analyzed by computing correlations and rank correlations between the true effects and those based on the different estimators. Comparability of the different efficiency estimators is gauged by examining the correlations of level effects and of relative efficiencies among the estimators. For the bandwidth s we selected an optimal fixed value s * by running the whole Monte Carlo experiment for a selected grid of 20 equally spaced values for s between 0.1 to 2. We report in the tables the results corresponding to the optimal bandwidth s * which minimizes the MSE. In all the tried scenarios, the results were not highly sensitive to the choice of s in the above grid. We begin with a rather benign data generating process in which there exist no problems: the disturbance is iid, the effects are constant and generated from a lognormal distribution (note that the BC estimator assumes that the effects are half-normal), there is no correlation between the effects and the regressors, and there are no misspecified dynamics. We refer to this experimental setup as the "no problems" setup. We then present experimental results for cases in which the disturbance exhibits serial correlation (ρ = 0.8), regressors are correlated with efficiency (correlation between regressor and efficiency is 0.5 for both regressors), the efficiencies are temporally variant following the ARM A(0.9, 0.9) process descibed above, and when all of these problems exist. The seminonparametric, parametric, and nonparametric estimators we consider are within (Model 1 of PSS, 1998), random effects GLS, Hausman- Taylor Tables 1-10 . Results for the correlations between true efficiencies (like the other parameters of the model they are fixed for a particular MC experiment) and the estimated efficiencies are averaged over the simulations and are found in Tables 11-18 for selected experiments.
We first discuss results when efficiency is temporally invariant, the erros are not serially correlated, and there is no correlation between the regressors and technical efficiency. The mse of estimators and of technical efficiencies are Tables 1 and 2 . For this dgp the methods have very little to distinguish among themselves. That is a good thing for researchers who are uncertain as to which of the many alternative estimators they should use with panel data. Technology is measured very accurately by all estimators with relative mse's favoring no particular estimator in regard to estimates of the β 0 s. The N, T asymptotics of each estimator is revealed in the pattern of the mse's as both N and T are increased. The design of the experiments did not address issues of relative time invariance of the regressors. Thus, estimators that utilize some variant of the within transformation (Within, H-T, PSS1, CSSW) may overstate their relative performance when regressors do have such patterns. Estimators such as CSSW, CSSG, B-C, KSS that parameterize time varying efficiencies when in these experiments they are constant, suffer in both mse measures. DEA also suffers relative to the other estimators in regard to technical efficiency measurement. However, these results are the most favorable to the estimators that are designed for this dgp, in particular the GLS-based and the B-C estimators that model efficiency as a random effect. Correlations between the true and estimated efficiencies are quite high (>0.95) for all these estimators for all configurations of cross-section and time series observations and, not surprisingly, quite high among themselves. We next introduce misspecified dynamics in the form of a serially correlated error term. The results for mse's of the β 0 s and for the technical efficiencies are in Tables 3 and 4 . This experimental setting is one in which the PSS2 estimators should be at an advantage and they clearly are, with mse's about 50% smaller than for the other estimators that either ignore serial correlation, mistake it for a portion of the serial correlation structure inherited from their random effects assumptions, or mistake it as temporally varying efficiency when no temporal variation in technical efficiency exists. The mse of the estimators of β have increased five-fold over those in Tables 1 and 2 for most of the N, T and estimator combinations. As information increases in the form of a larger cross-section to identify the parameters and a larger time series to identify the correlations in the disturbances, most estimators again converge to similar mse's, with GLSbased estimators holding a slight edge over those that do not deal formally with any nonstandard correlation pattern such as that found in the composed error term. The mse's for estimators of technical efficiency increase by almost an order of magnitude for the largest samples (N, T = 50), although we now see a pattern emerging in which estimators that allow for temporal variation in efficiency (CSSW-CSSG,B-C,KSS) appear to do relatively better than when no dynamics were specified. The DEA estimator's mse deteriorates somewhat with this form of misspecification and is comparable with the KSS estimator in terms of the mse of technical efficiency relative to the other estimators for the largest N, T samples. Tables 11 and 12 provide both standard and Spearman rank correlations between the true and estimated technical efficiencies. Here the correlations are relatively high over most of the estimators and N, T combinations, although the KSS estimator, in particular, performs poorly when efficiency is not temporally varying and when there is simply serial correlation in the disturbance. The other estimators, however, provide technical efficiency estimates that are highly correlated with the true efficiency. The correlations increase for larger T (fixed N ) and for larger N (fixed T ). Correlation between technical efficiency and regressors is a natural extension of the efficiency model. Technical efficiency may be due in part to changes in a particular regressor that determines output, e.g., the sluggish adjustment of a quasi-fixed factor such as labor in European national airlines before liberalization efforts in the late 1990s (Park et al., 1998) . Tables 5 and  6 report Monte Carlo results when such correlations (0.5) exist between the efficiency terms and the two regressors in our experiments. This form of misspecification does not appear to compromise the ability of estimators to track either the coefficients or the technical efficiencies relative to the case in which no correlation existed. Nor does there appear to be any clear distinction between estimators when correlations between the true and estimated efficiencies are examined -the correlations are uniformly high and we do not report them here. Whether these findings are due to the relatively poor instruments used by consistent IV estimators such as within, H-T, PSS1, CSSW, or due to the relatively small sample sizes used in our analysis is unclear and requires further study.
We now move to an experimental setting in which efficiencies are changing over time for the firms. That different firms have heterogeneous patterns of efficiency is a quite reasonable possibility to consider in modeling efficiency with panel data. A simple time trend common to all firms may oversmooth the substantial heterogeneity in firm-specific temporal adjustments to the best-practice technology. The model for temporal variation was picked to favor no estimator -no estimator we consider is designed to identify and estimate an ARM A(1, 1) model with parameters (0.9, 0.9). Tables 7 and 8 provide the mse's of estimators of the β 0 s and of the technical efficiencies. What begins to emerge from these experiments is that none of the estimators we have considered differs very much in either table with the exception of the KSS estimator. The KSS estimator clearly dominates in regard to the mse measures of Tables 7 and  8 . The other estimators do not distinguish themselves in any particular regard. Tables 13 and  14 provide correlations between the true and estimated technical efficiencies. As the number of cross-sections and time series increase it is clear that the KSS and the DEA estimators provided a better correlation between true and estimated technical efficiencies, relative to the other estimators considered. There is no apparent pattern to the comparability of the other estimators, although the CSSW and CSSG appear to do best in terms of Spearman rank correlations for large samples (N = 50, T = 50). The differences may not be statistically significant. 4 The last set of experiments uses a dgp based on all of the problems we have examined so far: the disturbance is serially correlated (ρ = 0.8), regressors are correlated with technical efficiency (ρ = 0.5), and technical efficiency follows an ARM A(1, 1). Tables 9 and 10 report the mse of the β 0 s and of the estimators of technical efficiency under this experimental setup. Again, the different estimators have relatively little to distinguish themselves other than the KSS estimator that over parameterizes time variation in efficiency (see Tables 1 and 2 when no temporal variation in efficiency exists). Interestingly, when we examine the level and rank correlations between true and estimated efficiencies in Tables 15 and 16 , not only does the KSS estimator perform relatively well but so does the DEA estimator. Tables 17 and 18 provide correlations between the different estimators for a particular experiment in this class of experiments (N = 20, T = 50).
Empirical Illustration of Alternative Efficiency Estimators
Here we illustrate the various estimators and their temporal patterns using a subset of 50 unit banks from the U. S. Since the early 1980s U. S. federal and state regulatory agencies have resorted to less stringent interpretation of banking regulations and adopted less restrictive legislature. The passing of the Reigle-Neal Act in the early 1990s enabled nationwide banking, while the relaxing of unit bank, branch bank and state bank-type legislature has resulted in numerous mergers and failures which have significantly altered the U.S. banking environment. The introduction of interest bearing consumer checking accounts and the phasing out of Regulation Q interest rate ceilings on savings and small denomination time deposits in the early 1980s were among the initial wave of deregulation policies. Money market deposit accounts (structured similar to mutual funds) led not only to a new product line but also to competition from non-bank institutions. For comprehensive discussions of these deregulatory issues and the industry's reactions and adjustments to them, see Berger et al. (1995) .
Previous studies of banking productivity and efficiency have relied on three basic methods for productivity and efficiency measurement: linear programming, maximum likelihood, and ordinary least squares or instrumental variable estimation. Berger and Humphrey (1997) provide a general description of these methods. Our focus here is on efficient and robust measurement of productivity and efficiency in a setting in which the regulatory climate has been steadily altered, forcing firms to adjust to a best practice technology using resource allocations that are increasingly unconstrained by financial regulation.
The full data set consists of 2,051 U. S. banks from the first quarter of 1980 through the fourth quarter of 1989. We divide the data set into two subsamples based on differing regulatory environments: limited branching (Limit) and no branching (Unit). These samples contain 1,220 and 831 banks each. The production and cost data were obtained on-line from the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago. The Report of Condition and Income (Call Report) and the FDIC Summary of Deposits are the primary sources for the U.S. banking data. The panel data set is a comprehensive source of information on operating costs, inputs (including labor, capital and purchased funds), outputs (loans and deposit services), and the regulatory environment of any institution in the U. S. banking industry. Data on over 100 variables were collected from the Call Reports and the FDIC Summary of Deposits.
Labor (LAB) is measured using the number of full time-equivalent employees on the payroll at the end of each quarter. The total value of premises, fixed assets, and capitalized leases are used as a proxy for capital (CAP). Purchased funds (PURF) are measured using the sum of deposits greater than U. S. $100,000, foreign debt, federal funds purchased, and liabilities on borrowed money.
The measurement of loan and deposit services is a more complex issue, and two approaches are currently utilized in the U. S. banking literature: the intermediation approach and production approach. The intermediation approach uses the dollar amounts of deposits and outstanding loans as a proxy for deposit and loan services provided by a bank, while the production approach uses the number of outstanding loans and deposits as a measure of banking services produced. The former approach is followed in the data collection and in the modeling method.
The following loan and deposit types are used in this study: real estate loans (RELN), commercial and industrial loans (CILN), installment loans (INLN), and retail time and savings deposits (Deposits). CILN accounts for loans given to businesses, while INLN accounts for loans given to individuals to meet medical expenses, vacation expenses, purchase furniture, automobiles, household appliances, and other miscellaneous expenses. RELN accounts for loans secured by real estate.
The price (interest rate) for each of the loan types is obtained by dividing the interest rate and fee income earned by the outstanding loan amount. A composite wage rate is obtained by dividing the total labor expenses by the total number of workers. Price indices for capital and purchased funds are calculated by dividing the expenses incurred for each input by the value of total deposits.
Outputs, inputs and price definitions used in this paper are consistent with those used in previous studies. Bank size (total assets) is highly correlated with the size of a given output, and thus dollar values are used in place of the number of loans or deposits.
The definitions of quantities and prices are less than ideal, but are necessitated due to the absence of explicit price indices. The Call Report and FDIC data are reported in nominal terms, and are converted into real terms using a state-level consumer price index (1983-1984=$100).
Estimation Results for US Banks
We utilize a subsample of 50 unit banks to estimate the various models. We focus on the relatively smaller subsample so that we might illustrate the heterogeneity that exists in both levels and temporal patterns of firm efficiencies pictorially. Our analysis focuses simply on the temporal patterns of technical efficiencies for the various estimators, for their simple average, and for variations that exist across firms for selected estimators. They are summarized in Figures 1-5 . Figures 1-4 display the temporal patterns and the substantial heterogeneity that exists among firms over time for the BC, CSSW, CSSG, and the KSS estimators. As one can see, the levels of firm efficiencies are quite heterogenous as are their temporal patterns as we allow for greater flexibility in the parameterization of efficiency change. The BC estimator clearly is quite stable owing to its relatively simple parametric structure, while the CSSW and CSSG are clearly less comparable. The KSS estimator would appear to combine the stability of the BC estimator with the temporal flexibility of the CSSW and CSSG estimators. We also show in Figure 5 the comparative temporal patterns of efficiency for the competing estimators discussed in the previous sections. Although the PSS1 and PSS2 estimators can easily accommodate the generalization utilized in the CSS estimator to allow for flexibility in temporal patterns of firm-specific efficiency we estimate a time invariant specification as we also do for the Schmidt and Sickles random effect and fixed effect estimators and H-T estimators. Finally, we combine the estimators into a composite one by simple averaging in Figure 6 . Although the weighting scheme here is clearly naive it does characterize the efficiency findings from the various estimators in a clear and informative summary figure that indicates a ramping up of efficiency in the early 1980s and a flatting of the efficiency changes in the late 1980s. These results are not surprising considering the fact that the banking industry underwent substantial changes during the 1980s. This is particularly true for the early part of the decade, when some deposit types were deregulated, capital requirements were redefined, and banks began to move into nontraditional banking markets.
Also, bank failures increased during 1985-1989. As banks became accustomed to the new regulations the pace of efficiency growth slowed as the effects of financial deregulation were captured in the business practices utilized by the successful unit banks.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper the foundations and properties of an array of estimators of technical efficiency available to the applied researcher have been summarized. The model assumptions under which each of the estimators have been developed also have been presented. Some relatively new but possibly inaccessible semiparametric robust estimators have been discussed. The estimators have been examined in a set of Monte Carlo simulations and an illustration of the estimators has been provided. Simulation results point to the relative merit of different estimators under different circumstances. Which estimator is used depends on the reseacher's understanding of the institutional factors in the market under study. Are constraints borne more or less equally by all firms, are they not? Do they change over time? The analysis herein suggests that answers to these questions at the outset of a productivity study of productivity are no less important than the questions. Based on the results of this paper I have several recommendations for the applied efficiency modeler. The first is to use the most robust procedure available that also allows for flexibility in the temporal patterns of efficiency but which does not force on these patterns too much parametric smoothness. A clear advantage of the class of semiparametric efficient estimators (generalized using the CSS or the mixed effects general specification of temporal firm-specific efficiency -a generalization not pursued in this paper) is that it is often possible to relax some of the strong parametric assumptions about the distribution and dependency structure of the "reduced form" Solow residual while still preserving statistical efficiency for this class. However, relaxing parametric assumptions comes at the price of instability of the temporal patterns of firm-specific efficiency measures. One way out of this dilemma is to combine the various stochastic frontier and DEA models of efficiency in a portmonteau estimator that would weight the various efficiency measures based on a formal Bayes prior on the amount of allowed variability in efficiency measures and parameter estimates. The Bayesian framework for estimating stochastic frontiers introduced by van 
